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It is presented a discussion about the meaning of newtonian dark matter (like dust)
in gala:<ies. On the basis of a geometric approach it is shown that the da¡k matter
could be not only relativisic, but even exotic like quintessence, provided that the

; state equation P = wd' of the dark matter which is assumed to be a perfect fluid
satisfies the relation cu € (-1, -l/3) U (0,1) in the dark matter dominated region

. of disc gala:<ies.

:; Since the formulation of a possible quintessence field in 1998 that should fill
l, th. Universe in a great proportion 1, it has been possible to go deeper in the study
' of such kind of exotic components sorrounding ourselves, s&X the quintessence

. Q) or the Cosmological Constant (A) .orr"rpo.rding to a backgro,rrrá .o..gy in
, the cosmos. The success (need?) of such components started to be relevant since

, the observation of the luminosity of Supernovae type Ia located at redshift near
to one 2, which required an accelerated expansion of the Universe, and even if
such obsen¡ations were not correct, the recent observations of the angular power

. spectrum of the CMBR requires the Universe to be geometrically flat, in which
',.i: i:ase such kind of vacuum energ"y is required, one kind of energy that can not
ii;',, colapse to form structure, but that is there as the background energy the so called

, da¡k energy 3

i,
i:i.,;¡., It is well known that the vacuum energ-y for instance, satisfies a "state equation"
l,'.p = -d, being p the analog of the pressure in a fluid and d its energy density.

i;isyctr relation is said to correspond to the presence of a cosmological constant. The
,',.quintessence is nothing but a relaxation over the caracteristics of such vacuum
dgtgy, requiring the state equation p = ud with -L < w < -I13, where the fluid
ris made of a scala¡ field (d) with a potential of self interaction (V (ó)) containing
r.as a particular case the A case with / and V (ó) being constants, corresponding to
9.,= -1. This caracteristic by itself of the Q and A models (lpl ^, ldf) makes the
U:riverse to be a relativistic system since it is gravitationally dominated by the

k energy.

,i; Therefore the dynamics of the cosmos car] be explained with a general rela-
itivistic approach, but what happens at galactic scale?

,.,, There a¡e some standa¡ized relatiüstic phenomea in galaxies, like the emission
óf X-ray jets in active nuclei that involve the study of tfre geometry of the space

itime in the innermost region of a disc gala>cy. Despite of such phenomena, which
¡in fact do not concern the observations of rotation curves in gatilcies, i. e. the
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problem of dark matter, we will consider that the dark matter is related to a special
structure of the space time background of a galaxy, which provides an explanation
of the flatness of rotatiott cntrr.J at large ruáii, where the da¡k component is themain contributor to the kinematics of any test particle, like those atoms of neutral
hydrogen from which the observations of rotati,on curves a¡e extracted. Moreoveq
for the shake of simplicty it will be assumed that the dark halo is sphericalty
symetric.

In this wag the general static line element of a spherically symmetric space time
is given by the metric -""-,

ds2 : -B(r)dt2 + A(r)d,r, + rrdCIt * 12 sin2 \dp, (1)
from which it is possible to write down the geodesic equation for a test particle
travelling there:

Now let us consider
dark matter (in this casr

tensor isT,r, = (d+p)u,
withuo = hr-(")'.¡,
spherically symmetric p

Substituting these e>

line element (1), providr

for which it is not difficr

A(r)

p(r)

d(r)

with b - 2((uv)n -21r,
equation p:wd deppen
For instance, if lo = 0:

with the physical restric'
limit in the following se
other hand the physics
Newtoniar¡ potential r/ is
side, the observed rotati
such that the rotational
bY ¡' = -(uv)2/r, whicl
now read the Newtonia¡
result (see a). Neverthel,

P-ll#-ea+ffiii-11 :o
where 'o and L2 : L3 + # are üwo conserved quantities, the energy per unitof mass and the total a"{üiai momentum per unit of mass of the test particlel
a dot stands for derivative with respect to the propper time of the test pa.rticle,
which is assumed to freely fall. If one is looking fór circular and stable orbitsof test particles the. following conditions should üe fulfilled: a) , - o, i.ir."l*
trajectories), b) W - O,^(extreme) and ")Wl"utr ) o, laoa stable), being
v(r): -h[# - &A * &l# - t] (see rer+"j.

After impossing such conditions it is easy to find an expression for the tangential
velocity of test particles travelling in such *éil b.huvied orbits, restricting thetetric
function B in the following way

,ug:r =l#

(2)

(3)

providing a way to prescribe the test function for a model of the velocity of the
particles. In this point I will only consider that the rotation curve is flat, i. e.
that the velocities of test particles is radii independent, which is r¡alid in the outer
p-a¡ts of many disk galaxieb; in any case, such condition could be relaced. Thus if
the velocity is independent of the radii an expression for the metric function B isar¡ailable: i

B(r) = Bor^ $)t,,

being m = 2(u('r)¡2, which is called the flat curve condition a. 
' 
t,
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rA,r*A(A=l)
A212
m*L-A
T-KoP

_L (2 + rn)r_4t - ¡n2 A 
== nop4 A2r2
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:,Now let us consider as in the quintessence case at cosmological level, that the

,t *urr.r (in this case) can be represented by a perfect fluid, whose stress energy

:;ít-i""'= 1a+f) ,íu, * gttvp with the four velocity given by up : (u0,0,0,0)

rro = jE;r-@')'.In rlt, 
Tu{,.we 

get that the non zero components of the static,t- = ffit
icatly iyinmetric perfect fluid are:

T* = d,Bs12{o')',

Tr, = p A(r),
Tee = prz

Tps = pr2 sin2 0.

Substituting these expressions into the Einstein equatlons G¡r, = noTP, for the

lJ.*.ttt (1), provided the flat curve condition (4), one obtains:

(5)

(6)

= ftod

liór wticf, it is not difficult to find the solution, which is given by

:. ...: :

A(r) ' bl2
(Asr-a/o - 1)

p(r) = #Kz¡uv¡z 
+ 1)lor- b / o - (u*)nl

d,(r) - #Kf,+l) + (: -L)Asr-b/"1

6 _ 2((ur)n - }(uv)z - 1) V o - (uo)'+L. Then two cases for the state

ion p ) wit aepplnding on the vaJue of the constant of integration As arise'

instance, if lo - 0:

(rr)'
u - l:I;ry

..t '

;,ftl trr* physical restriction 0 ( (r*), < 1. rt is possible to recover the newtonian
^\ t . rt-^

nit in the following sense: the da¡k matter could be dust (' = 0), and in the

¡*t ft*J the phys'ícs is the sarne of Newton's laws, i' e', just recall that the

éwtooiao poter,tiat r/ is defined as 9oo : - exy(241) = -1 -24) - ':'. Ott the other

de, the observed rotational curve profile in the dark matter dominated region is

h that the rotational velocity ue ofthe stars is constant, the force is then given

F: -6;)i li, which ,urp..tirru Newtonia¡r potential is ,t - (r')' ln(r). If we

read the Newtonian potentiat from the metric (1,4), we just obtain the same

t (see a). Nevertheless, it is also physically meaningful the case of stiff matter

(7)

t;8"
: 

^l 

-
V28

(3)

(8)
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which is an extremaly relativistic case, and that is now evidenced by this analysis.

In the other case, /o ) 0 (the situation concernin g ,4o ( 0 is not considered
here since it does not guarantee the positiveness of A6D ihu follo*ing expression
is obtained

LARGE SC
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At low redshift the trenr
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,.. _ (2p::r)' + L)Asv-o/" - lur¡of¡t' 
- 

-----
( (e)

with the restriction 0 f (ur),
parametet Ao is equivalent to a variation of the radius r, altough ,.r depenás
rigorouslv on a combination of both. If the relation Asy-o/L ) @"vf hJd- G.for large radii) it is easy to show that -1 < a < -lls, which'.orr.rporr¿J tothe same "state equation" than quintessence. At this rtug., the dark fluid is not
only possibly a relativistic one, since lpl - fdl, but ano J*átic, like quintessencJprovidedthato(0.

The usual approach in the study of galaxtic dark matter considering that the
da¡k matter is dust, the cold dark *uitur model, is now falling down. There
are studies based on n-body simulations that show that there should be a self-interacting dark matter (very different from dust) in order to avoid the formation
of structure smaller than dwarf galaxies 5. In a recent study the scalar field is
presented as a candidate to be the galactic da¡k matter, and it is found that the
components of the stress energy tensor of such field provides a relation pf d ,-, LAo
which evidently is not dust a'6. Based on this last hypothesis, but at cosmological
scale, it is found that the scalar da¡k matter should have a non zero cross section
of dispersion in order to form the observed structure, putting forward the idea of
a- self interacting dark matter 7'8. Thus, as a main conclusion it shoutd be stated
that it was only presented the geometric approach of a very well know phenomenon.
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